Real-time intraoperative ultrasonography in the surgical resection of brain lesions: A cheap, effective, and quick alternative

Sir,
Neuronavigational systems are becoming more and more available in neurosurgical operation theaters and have become a standard form of accessories in the operating room for surgical resection of brain and spinal cord lesions.[1] Many intraoperative guiding systems have been developed, including intraoperative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI; Brain suit) for this purpose,[2,3] however, these instruments are quite expensive. Therefore, the need for intraoperative real-time imaging has become more important, although it may not be that efficient but it can partially overcome the problem of the cost. Apart from this it is cheap, portable, and accurate and may be more useful while working with limited resources.[1] Five consecutive brain tumor cases in supratentorial region as well as in infratentorial region were operated and a real-time neuronavigation system was used by senior author in the near past [Figure 1]. Multiple images were taken at the start of operations, during the procedures, and at the end of the procedure. At the end, the extent of tumor excision was assessed and if there was any tumor left, further excision was performed keeping in mind “safe resection.” Postoperative CT or MRI images were performed and compared with the extent shown in intraoperative ultrasonography (USG) to correlate the extent of tumor excision and reliability vis-a-vis CT or MRI imaging. It was found that the real-time intraoperative USG helped us to guide the extent of tumor and extent of excision or decompression of the tumors and correlated quite well as inferred with the postoperative CT or MRI imaging.

The intraoperative USG images may be as good as if not superior to good quality MRI images.[4,5] The intraoperative USG imaging may easily be performed through the same opening as used for resection of tumor.[1] Most neurosurgeons are familiar with the MRI images than the USG because they interpret MRI images every day in clinical practice, but Neurosurgeons who have started using USG and want to explore the possibilities
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Figure 1: Intraoperative pre-excision images (a and b), intraoperative postexcision images (c and d)
need to learn the new technique very quickly.[1] Many
groups have reported the clinical efficacy of using USG
to get intraoperative updates for surgical guidance and
treatment.[6-8] USG-guided micro-neurosurgery represents a
handy, reliable, and relatively low-risk procedure for the
treatment of intra-axial brain tumors.[9] Intraoperative real-
time USG can be very useful and cost-effective portable
alternative as against very costly and cumbersome
alternatives; however, we need to study further to assess
the feasibility of this procedure.
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